2018 United In Jazz Spring Concert Series
Come and enjoy a delicious dinner, good fellowship and live jazz from these
electrifying artists! Tickets: Dinner and Concert $20.00 (5:30pm -6:45PM). Concert
Only $10.00 (7:00PM). Call (704) 376-8014 for reservations. First Come First
Served at the Door.

THREE-FOLD CHORD: Heavenly Harmonies, FRIDAY, FEB. 2, 2018
Jazz with a spiritual message and a touch of harmonic soul
makes Three-Fold Chord one of the most popular musicians
in the region. Their heavenly voices blend so beautifully that
they seem to be kissed by the angels. Three-Fold Chord takes
audiences on a celestial journey that leaves listeners
breathless and defines the joy of jazz entertainment.
Performances by this outstanding group have audiences
begging for encores. Experience the joyful noise that stirs the
spirit and gratifies the hunger for jazz at its most melodic! .

SHABLEEK: Soulful and Sultry, FRIDAY, APRIL 6, 2018
The bellowing sounds of a saxophone that fills the air with
a pulsating rhythm cannot adequately describe the music
of world-renowned artist, Shableek. He soulfully changes
his instrument into a vocal imitating a powerful scale of
escalating notes that cannot be duplicated. This is an
encore performance from a musician who fills the room
with the sultry sounds of a high voltage heat wave of
entertainment. Find out why Shableek’s audiences stand,
clap, applaud, and why their hungry ears are eager for
more.

GABRIEL BELLO: Hot and Healing Resheduled for October 2018
Elegant. Exciting. Encouraging. The notes raise upward and
cling to the air with a mixture of hot and healing sounds from
the renowned artist, Gabriel Bello. Bello is not just an artist.
He is an experience; one that leaves his audience clamoring
for more. The melodious menu of performances ranges from
gospel to funk, rock to pop, with a smorgasbord of rhythm
that fills a crowd with joyful unanticipated movement.
United in Jazz invites you to enjoy an explosive night of
entertainment with this extraordinary artist.

